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1.0 Executive Summary 
Overall farmer ratings
• Farmer ratings for their Action Network Group are overwhelmingly positive. 
• The main reason for a positive rating was having a supportive group that was well organised and strongly focused. 
• Main reasons given by farmers for more average ratings were impediments to get the entire group together and having a lack of

direction from their facilitator. 

Connecting farmers and practice change 
• A significant legacy of the RMPP is providing a platform to connect farmers. 
• This platform supports mental wellbeing and sustainable practice change.
• Almost all farmers in this study could identify practice changes from their participation in an Action Network Group .
• These practice changes were leading to production and profit increases, however, for financial results to be obvious more time is 

needed. 
• Many changes were tweaks to current systems. However, others required substantial investment and there were plans to ramp up 

over the next two to three years as appetite for borrowing allowed.  
• Where practice changes were less evident, they tended to be older farmers who were happy playing more of a mentor role in their 

group, while picking up some new ideas from their younger counterparts.
• In other cases, some younger farmers were going through succession planning and were yet to have final say over all farm policies. 

This meant they needed time to convince the older generation before new practices could be introduced.   
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1.1 Executive Summary 
Connecting with experience and expertise plus the central role of facilitators
• Collective farmer experience in groups is naturally abundant. In most cases, facilitators who are purposely tapping into this are 

helping to foster strong farmer-to-farmer learning. 
• The combination of collective farmer experience and visiting independent experts is creating extremely fertile ground for practice 

change. 
• Facilitators bring structure to groups that help to ensure most farmers’ needs are being addressed at Action Network Group  

events. 
• Facilitators are conduits to a range of quality independent experts that otherwise would be out of reach for most farmers.
• Not all facilitators have achieved the right balance between being farmer-led while needing to lead farmers.  
• Facilitators need to have the skills to make the call on a group-by-group basis around how much structure and leadership each 

group needs. 

A well-crafted group dynamic is a powerful support mechanism  
• A great group dynamic takes work and time to achieve, however, once achieved the benefits to the group are immeasurable. 
• Facilitators who create this dynamic put considerable effort into bringing together a group of like-minded farmers. They set ground 

rules, promote transparency, honesty, and ensure overly judgemental attitudes are not tolerated. This helps to create a group
where all farmers feel valued and become more open to engage, share, and learn. 
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1.2 Executive Summary 
Maintaining the momentum of the Action Network 
• This research suggests there is a desire from participants to continue with an Action Network style of extension. Most participants 

in the Action Network indicated that implementing some form of a small group-based extension programme was a no-brainer for 
the industry. 

• However, while some groups will have a clearer pathway to transition post-RMPP funding – a step-by-step process to help groups 
transition post-funding could be important to ensure gains are not lost.

• Suggestions for future support were varied and included things like supplying facilitators or part funding groups – but with industry 
funding also came a need to ensure a wider cohort of farmers were participating. 

• Sharing positive stories from current Action Network farmers was suggested as a way of encouraging participation from others. To 
be effective in reaching a wider range of farmers theses stories of encouragement would need to come from farmers who prior to 
the RMPP were reticent to be involved in such activity. 

• Facilitators and independent experts believed that continuing the support and training of facilitators was a critical part of the 
current Action Network programme. They had found this support invaluable for helping them to develop and better support their 
farmers. 
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2.0 Background  

• The Red Meat Profit Partnership (RMPP) Action Network programme has been running for around two years. It is an 
extension platform designed to foster farmer-to-farmer learning via small groups run by trained facilitators and 
supported by independent experts.

• The primary objective of this study is to tell farmers’ stories and their experiences of being in an Action Network 
Group .

• It is important that stories are told because only this approach to research will get close to the complex and multi-
layered way that change happens on sheep and beef farms.

• To do this we used flexible qualitative in-depth approaches.

• The focus of this report is to tell the stories of farmers who participated in Action Network groups.

• However, we also report on finding from some case study research of three Action Network groups.

• Plus we include some high-level findings from a longitudinal study. The full reporting of the longitudinal study is 
provided elsewhere as individual word reports that cover five to six years of these farmers’ experiences.

• Drawing on these three sources of data is called triangulation and is a common method used in research which 
helps to bring extra strength and validity to the overall results.
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2.1 Methodology  
• The results in this study have been derived from a range of qualitative methodologies.

• To find the farmer stories we conducted 20 in-depth conversations around kitchen tables. These interactions were driven by farmers but led
by UMR qualitative researchers lasting about 60 minutes each.

• We also interviewed another 10 farmers in the Action Network who participated in the extension pilot that proceeded and helped to form
the Action Network. The main findings of these interviews are reported in individual farmer reports. The reporting on these farmers started
in 2014 when they entered the RMPP extension pilot. These farmers have been interviewed annually since then and reported on in
individual word reports.

• Where it makes sense, we have taken overviews of these farmers four to five-year journeys and included them in this report.

• The case study research consisted of a close look at three Action Network groups. Each case study has consisted of the following interviews:

• 1 x facilitator

• 1 x main independent expert or advisor

• A mini-focus group interview of four or more farmers from the Action Network group.

• In this report, we provide thematic analysis, which summarises the main themes that emerged across all the interviews on topics important
to the RMPP Action Network programme.

• As evidence for the main themes, where it makes sense, we provide farmer stories, crafted by us but by using the words of farmers.

• We also use verbatim quotes when reporting on findings outside of the story telling.

Note:  This is a qualitative study.  In qualitative research we can have confidence that the full range of views/experiences are detected; however only 
quantitative research can give us certainty as to how these views are distributed across the entire population of interest.  
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3.0 Overall farmer ratings of 
Action Network Groups 
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Overall farmer ratings for their Action Network Group s are overwhelmingly 
positive 
• Farmers were asked to rate their Action Network Groups out of 100, where zero meant it was a complete 

failure and  100 meant it was a complete success. 

• The average rating was 78. The highest rating was 100 and the lowest was 40. With the largest cluster of 
farmers rating their groups between 75 and 95.  

• Top of mind reasons for stellar ratings included:

• Having a facilitator that brought energy to the group and effectively created a group dynamic that kept 
members on task and working together.

• Having a strong focus in the Action Network Groups that was relevant to the members and their 
operations.

• The main reasons for more average ratings were: 

• Struggling to get everybody together at the same time.

• Lack of direction from the facilitator.

• Some struggling to provide the necessary financial information.   
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Strong positive farmer rating of their Action Network Group  

How would you rate your Action Network Group on a percentage scale, 0% a complete failure and 100% being a complete success?

Counts of percentage ratings for the Action Network

Base: Action Network farmers (including longitudinal interviews and case study focus groups) (n=39)

1

2

5

3

6 6

4

5 5

1 1

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50% 55% 60% 65% 70% 75% 80% 85% 90% 95% 100% No
Answer

Average 
score: 78% 
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Reasons for positive ratings  Verbatim

It has blown me away the RMPP groups. (Northland, female)

I reckon it has been bloody wonderful. 95 out of 100
(Northland, male)

Farmers are so focused on what they are doing that they
don’t see what is going on outside the farm gate a lot of the
time. So it is good to pick up new ideas as well. Keeps you
interested otherwise you get pretty stale. (Southland, male)

95%. Awesome. We have got a really good facilitator; he is
great and adds vibe to the group and enthusiasm and gets us
going and everyone has actually got behind the group.
(Manawatu-Wanganui, male)

This farm has been in a discussion group for the last 20 years
and we are finding we are getting a lot more out of this new
Action Group. (South Canterbury male - father) Just because
it is targeted to your individual needs more. (South
Canterbury female - daughter)
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Reasons for more neutral ratings Verbatim

The semi-negative reasons is trying to get us altogether is a
problem, we are all busy. I feel sorry for the guy because he
would email us all out and we would say, “It doesn’t suit us, it
doesn’t suit us”, and it was only about half of us turning up.
(Southland, male)

The confusion was whether we are supposed to be group led
as opposed to the person running it. Because there have been
some months when we have been like, “What do we do
next?” and I wasn’t sure whether we were supposed to
organise the expert to come or whether the person was.
(South Canterbury, female)

The part that isn’t going so well is maybe with these action
plans that we have had to do it has put a lot of guys off
because they can’t get the required financial information to
fill out all the paperwork. (King Country, male)

The only negative I can think of is that there is probably not
enough people in our group. There is only about six of us.
(Hawkes Bay, male)

I think it has got more to do with dealing with farmers. It is a
bit like herding cats up at times. I know it is pretty frustrating
for the person in the office because obviously people don’t
answer their emails and reply. (South Canterbury, male)
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4.0 Overview of Themes
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4.0 The themes 
• The following six themes emerged in our analysis. Each of these are explored over the 

next six chapters:

4.1 The legacy of RMPP is providing a platform to connect farmers.

4.2 There is widespread evidence of practice change and emerging profit and 
production improvements. 

4.3 Connecting farmers with expertise (independent experts) and relevant experience 
(other farmers) are helping to create and sustain practice change.

4.4 A focus on facilitation is creating structure and accountability to help foster practice 
change.   

4.5 Over time well-managed group dynamics are helping to build confidence and 
sustain farm improvements.

4.6 To help maintain the momentum of the Action Network approach there are a range 
of suggestions from participating farmers.  
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4.1 Providing a platform to 
connect  
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Connecting farmers via the Action Network
• A significant legacy of the RMPP is providing a platform to connect farmers.

• Connecting farmers is critical for both improving mental wellbeing and creating sustainable practice change behind the 
farm gate. 

• The Action Network platform is leading to farmers having more meaningful conversations with those in their Action 
Network Group  and beyond the group meetings.

• This is through picking up the phone for a yarn to help solve specific farm issues and having more in-depth 
conversations when bumping into each other around the community.

• We cannot underestimate how isolating farming is for some farmers.

• Connecting with other farmers and finding out they are also struggling can make farmers’ own struggles feel less 
overwhelming.  

• For some this wider community connection is critical to breaking the downward spiral of doubting their ability to cope. 

• In the current climate, of increased regulation, uncertainty, and drought, mixing with peers can be the prime antidote. 

• Once trust is built, farmers start to open up and over time long-term relationships are established that are likely to both 
sustain improved mental wellbeing and ongoing farmer-to-farmer learning throughout our rural communities.   
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Connecting farmers via the Action Network – story introduction 
• The next three slides describe short stories showing how connections from the Action Network are improving the mental

wellbeing of these farmers:

Connecting farmers: Building confidence and wellbeing – (Northland, male)

• This story shows how, via new connections, this farmer was having more detailed conversations with other group members, both on the telephone and at the local
sale yards.

• In this case, by providing a platform to connect, the Action Network was increasing this farmer’s confidence to makes changes and help others which was also
improving his mental wellbeing.

Connecting farmers: Mental wellbeing is most important – (King Country, male)

• In this example, we see how the Action Network was providing an avenue for fostering much more in-depth conversations about farming among local group
members.

• In addition, this farmer felt like he needed an excuse to get away from the farm – their Action Network Group provided this which improved his morale. He also
describes how the group meetings worked as a ‘check-in’ to make sure everyone is okay and often people left in an improved state of mind.

Connecting farmers: Learning I'm not alone – (Manawatu, male)

• This farmer is in a community where mass re-forestation is occurring, they are struggling as they feel it may destroy their community. However, this farmer describes
how being able to talk to other Action Network Group members is helping him. Via these connections, he senses that he is not alone in these concerns which helps
to soften the blow.

• This Action Network Group member goes on to conclude that his group is like having several mentors at once, helping each other when they face challenging issues.
When someone has an obstacle often another group member has previously encountered it and they can advise on how to handle it.

• Also, the Action Network Group was leading him to produce healthier stock. Seeing better stock leave his property was a real boost helping this farmer to feel better
about his industry, which seemed under threat as land was disappearing all around him.
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[Tell me how that makes you feel?] I guess it gives you confidence to make changes and that you know what you are 
talking about.

Once upon a time, at the sale yards when I saw him, I would say, “Hi”. 

But now, at the sale yards I know him a bit better if I bump into him, I will say, “I have da, da, da going on and ask for their 
experience on that subject”.

Also, because I know these guys a bit more if I want advice, I can pick up the phone and have a bit of a yarn to them. 

Before that – At field days I wouldn’t be a part of that discussion, whether it is a shyness kind of thing or whatever. But 
with a smaller group, you find your experiences are relevant. Sometimes you are giving them useful information. 

When connecting with farmers, there are two sides to it. The benefits you get, because farmers learn from farmers –
Because you get a trustworthy answer from someone that you rate on how to solve a problem. But the other thing is
that when someone from within the group rings you with a problem and you can give them a possible solution that is
really good for your wellbeing.

Connecting farmers: Building confidence and wellbeing (Northland male)
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In the past, you get tied in and end up working every day if you are here. It is good to have an excuse to go off and be
somewhere else and you just say, “I am not working today”. Otherwise you end up working the whole time and it is not
good for your morale.

Also the group creates other conversations,  for example the fella up the road here he hadn’t done his Action Plan so 
I said, “Come down, we will have a beer and we will do it”.  So everything you talk about you end up breaking it up 
and getting more into it and before you know it, you have talked about it for two or three hours.  

Because in our Action Group we get together, and you can see how people are and tell if they are down. They might
turn up there down and leave happy. And it is all about mental health. At the end of the day it is as important, or it is
more important than the business side of it. If it boosts everybody’s happiness that is a good thing. You can’t really
quantify it but if it is making people happy that is all you need to know, that is all that needs to happen.

Connecting farmers: Mental wellbeing is most important (King Country, male) 
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Connecting farmers: Learning I'm not alone (Manawatu, male)  

Now, farming has some hard times and when you have got somebody [in your group] who has been through that 
before they can support others and that is important. 

There are thousands of hectares in our area that have disappeared to forestry… It is important for a community that there 
are a number of us farmers digging in and keeping it going or else there will be no community. 

And because, I don’t go to the pub, an Action Group is a good opportunity to sit down with other farmers and see how 
everyone is getting on and talk about what they are doing it just gets you off the farm it is really important to talk to 
people and socially engage. 

There are some quite experienced and genuine people in the group, it is very supportive. There is great value in having 
them as almost mentors in a way. 

Through our Action Group we have made some changes and it is pretty enjoyable sending off your stock in really 
good condition. Given the challenges we are seeing with conversion to pine trees we have to find ways of feeling 
good about what we are doing. Otherwise it would be pretty soul destroying.  
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Confidence, connections and wellbeing. That is what I 
would say. All farmers want to make money well I do.  But 
that only comes from all this other stuff connecting the dots 
with all your confidence. (Northland, female)

I think the big thing is that you are just not caught in
your own wee bubble. You realise the farmer next door
or down the road has the same issues as you have.
There is a lot of pressure on these young guys regarding
fencing off waterways and environmental pressures.
(Southland, male)

Connecting creates wellbeing and practice change – examples 

[What is important about finding out that other farmers have
similar issues?] I think it makes you feel better about the way
things are going on your farm. (Southland, female - Wife)
If you are having a crap season and it has been rainy and wet
and I am behind in my work and they say, “Yes we are behind
in our work too”. Everyone else is in the same boat pretty
much. (Southland, male - Husband)

[What is good about getting off farm?] Psychologically to be
honest. They have to go and put some decent clothes on and
sit in a room for two hours and talk about something they are
interested in. [Explain to me why that is good for them from a
psychological perspective?] They are not looking out the
window thinking that needs to be done or that needs to be
done. They are sitting somewhere in Balclutha in someone
else’s lounge and switching off. That is probably good for all
farmers to be honest, not just young farmers. (Southland, male)

Verbatim
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Longitudinal interview:  Bay of Plenty farmer four-year journey map – connections leading to 
improved wellbeing 

2016

2017

2018

Overall 
Pilot rating:

75%

Key positives:
• Quality facilitation, experts and events.
• Getting off farm and passing knowledge 

to younger farmers.

Minor issue:
• Diverse group made it tough to 

organise events sometimes.

Overall benefits of the journey:
• Increase measurement and analysis 

and seeing performance improve led to 
renewed enthusiasm for farming.

• Improved mental health, 
particularly in tough times, 
through better connections 
(with other farmers, experts and meat 
company).

• Use of Farmax gave them the 
objective evidence that their 
current system of running 
younger stock was the right one 
for their farm soils. This analysis 
also gave them confidence to 
move towards raring more 
calves so they could save on the 
cost of buying animals.

• Continued pasture growth 
measurement helped 
significantly with stock 
decisions.

Bulls 40kg ahead compared to 
the same time before the Pilot –
means they can get rid of bulls 
early which adds flexibility into 
their system.

$

• Began to measure pasture growth and analyse with Farmax (using 
consultant) this led to better informed stock decisions. 

• Got help to complete a comprehensive LEP (including mapping and 
soil types). This significantly increased their knowledge of the 
property.

Action Network:
75% rating

• Early setbacks with original independent expert having to pull out. 
• Eventually set up with an independent expert who worked on 

Farmax modeling for the farm.

2020
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Longitudinal interview: Manawatu farmer five-year journey map – wellbeing identified as an 
overall benefit 

2015

2016

2017

2018

Overall 
Pilot rating:

90%

• Continued success through 
affiliation with the Action Group.

Key positive:

• Working with a group of 
like-minded farmers.

Overall benefits of the journey:

• Overall wellbeing.
• Improved lamb performance.
• Benchmarking. 

• Pilot activity stagnated in the 
final year, but previous changes 
continues so overall a success.

• Profitability up $20-$50k from 
changes throughout the Pilot.

$

• $10,000 per year saved on 
fertilizer through soil testing.

• All Angus heifers to target 
weight and 60% in calf.

• Hogget scanning up 20%.

$• Summer cropping implemented 
after gaining confidence from 
other farmers’ success. 

• Animal health and performance 
monitored and measured more 
seriously – including condition 
scoring. 

Action Network:
85% rating• Monitoring and measuring a key goal. 

• Feed budgeting and soil testing investigated first, later pasture 
measurement and FarmIQ.

• Early progress slow and the time commitment was daunting.
• But the enthusiasm of other farmers helped to keep them motivated

2020
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4.2 Production and profit 
stories 
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Evidence of practice, production and profit changes – but more time 
needed for fuller results 

• Almost all farmers in this study could identify practice changes emanating from their Action Network Group involvement. 

• Production and profit improvements were emerging, but more time is required for visible concrete outcomes. 

• Farmers more likely to cite changes tended to have quite specific objectives such as: 

• Growing sub-clover in the hills to fatten lambs

• Investing in techno farming

• Focusing on a system like growing 3-month-old (100kg calves) out to 15-month old bulls as efficiently as possible

• Rearing triplet lambs on automatic feeders. 

• Also in many cases where production changes were evident facilitators had played an active role in ensuring measuring and monitoring were 
occurring. 

• Farmers who could not point to specific changes generally fell into two camps: 

1. They were older farmers who were happy with the state of their business and enjoying playing a mentoring role for the younger farmers in 
their groups.  Many of these farmers indicated that mixing with their younger counterparts was helping to build their motivation to try new 
ideas, however, experience had taught them to favour caution.

2. Younger farmers who either had to convince parents (who held the cheque book) to change. Or those who struggled with the challenge of 
finding a specific objective and the concept of financial and production record keeping.  

• This suggests that some farmers require considerable hand-holding by facilitators to identify worthwhile objectives for their operation. 
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Practice, production and profit changes – story introduction 
• The next three slides describe short stories of change behind the farm gate: 

Practice change: Putting sub clover into hills for lamb fattening (Southland, male) 

• This example charts a sequence of events that will be a ‘game changer’ for this operation. 

• The most interesting aspect of this story is the steps followed can easily be found via an internet search. However, it is the platform of the Action Network 
Group that drives this change to occur by taking this information and putting it into a vehicle that is accessible, believable, and implementable.

Estimated profit: extra weight on bulls + less mortality (Northland, male and female) 

• This farming couple has been running a system of buying in 100KG calves and selling as 15- month-old bulls for a while. Their Action Network Group got 
them thinking more deeply about transition feeding (they had toyed with this idea before) along with implementing a more formal animal health 
programme. 

• The transition feeding when bringing calves onto their Northland property from the Waikato was resulting in lower mortality rates and increased animal 
weights. The tweaking of their animal health programme had largely come about by talking with other farmers in their group in conjunction with some 
direction from their facilitator. 

Rearing triplet lambs on automatic feeders (Southland, male)

• In a usual year, this farmer would raise dozens of pet lambs from triplets and lose many of them to bloat. 

• His Action Network Group was narrowly focused on now rearing these lambs on automatic feeders. Their facilitator played an active role in measuring 
outcomes of the new practice which resulted in clear evidence of increased performance and profit. While the increased profit was one driver of adopting 
this new practice, this farmer also enjoyed a sense of reducing wastage in his system by keeping many more of his triplet lambs alive (which just seemed 
like the right thing to do). 
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Practice change: Putting sub clover into hills for lamb fattening (Southland, male)

In the future, this will be a game changer because we have got 860 hectares, we are going to put in straight clover next 
year.  

Once upon a time, the pasture quality on the hills wasn’t good enough to be able to get anything to grow. It was just a filler, 
cardboard really.

Also back then, advice from seed companies when aerial sowing was, “Double the grass seed” which smothered clover, so 
we still weren’t winning.

But now, from sowing 40 hectares of sub clover, letting it self-seed, the results have been stunning, as good as the clover 
we grow on our flats, it has given us confidence to do it on a bigger scale.

And soon, we will graze with light stock to tidy up, leave covers and then fatten lambs. 

It will increase the stocking rate and also the live weight gains will be significantly better. We will be able to finish more 
lambs on the downs.  

[Would you have eventually done this without the Group?] No, because we wouldn’t have had the information or the
knowledge. [Main positive?] Quality of the people that we have been able to get, the experts we have been able to get
down here has been one of them.
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So profit wise, it will depend a bit on our climate and selling. But say we do 10 kilos more at $3 a kilo that is $30 a 
head across our 1,000 animals, the numbers start to stack up. And if that comes from being part of the group then it 
is immensely successful. Our increased survival rate through summer basically pays the bill for the extra meal. 

Over the last three years,  we have really been concentrating on transition feeding… When we buy in 100 kilo calves from the 
Waikato, they have been weaned off milk, and are coming off meal as well, so we are feeding them meal as close as possible to
what they have been used to. We feed them this similar meal for anything from 2 – 3 days up to 2 weeks depending on their 
weight. 

However now, within our Action Group along with transition feeding we have been focusing on types of drenching and 

animal health programmes.

This has helped to, get these calves to be healthier and heavier going into the dry part of our summer and has resulted in
very few losses dropped from 3.5% to 1.9% on around 1,000 cattle. 

Also because they are in better condition, last year they went out at 326kg and this year we are tracking for 335kg.  

Estimated profit: extra weight on bulls + less mortality (Northland, male & female)   
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The margin was only clear, because we monitor and tag them all. It is part of the trial. We have to get all of the 
information and she [the facilitator] records all of that.  

Once upon a time, we use to raise 80 pet lambs every year and feed them by hand.

And back then, we were losing 10 – 20% of the lambs we were rearing so you would have 80 lambs from 
October/November, and it would get to the end of November and they would start dying of bloat.

More recently, the first year on the machine we reared 240 lambs on it, and we lost one with bloat.

The first year we made $50 a head. It cost $56 to rear lambs and we sold at $106. Then last year we put more meal into 
them, and it cost $82 and we got $130-odd a lamb. 

In the future, we have several tweaks planned to improve the quality of these lambs. We think improving hygiene will
make a difference, so we have brought a second machine and are looking at different yarding options as we think
more space will help to improve hygiene and weight gain.

Rearing triplet lambs on automatic feeders (Southland, male) 

Going forward, knowing a margin is being made and you are getting a result, means we will keep doing it.   
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Incidental practice changes  
[So rearing triplet lambs was a new practice – what got you
started on that?] Another discussion group I belong to were
talking about it and my mother wanted to have a crack at it
too. She had a friend who did it. It helped because we would go
off subject a bit talking about it in the Action Group and then I
picked up a few little things to help get us going on this idea.
(Southland, male)

I think because the group is together you are constantly talking
about different stuff this it keeps you on track and you hear
about new ideas. (Northland, female)

• There is evidence farmers are making many other tweaks
and introducing different practices to their businesses that
will not be documented as part of their group activities.

• Making changes on-farm is a ‘state of mind’ and can
become like a habit. The 2014 High Performance Farmer
study showed us that top farmers are constantly
experimenting with a portion of their operations.

• Encouraging farmers to adopt this experimentation
mentality is likely to lead to sustainable practice change for
years to come.

• The platform of small group work supported by other
farmers, facilitators, and independent experts gives farmers
the confidence to try new ideas as long as the group
accepts failure (every now and then) as part of the process.

• Even our top farmers talk about how the experience of
‘getting it wrong’ sets them up for improved performance.
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Longitudinal interview: Otago farmer five-year journey map – significant profit increase 
in 3rd & 4th year 

2015

2016

2017

2018

Overall 
Pilot rating:

70%

Key positives:
• Hearing other farmers perspectives on 

farming.
• Quality facilitation.
• Knowledgeable experts.

Overall benefits of the journey:
• Increased focus on soils leading to a 

move towards regenerative 
agriculture. 

• Improved soils and pastures.
• Healthier and happier stock.
• Less damaging style of farming for the 

environment. 
• Inspired an appetite for questioning 

traditional farming norms.

• Activity slowed in final year.
• Despite this, it was an 

opportunity to continue 
implementing previous changes 
and they started to see results.

More meat and wool produced;

Profit up from $37,000 a year 
ago to $89,000 this year. 

$

Saved around $20,000 on 
fertiliser costs through targeted 
fertiliser plan.

$

• Changed terminal sire breeds
after a talk on sheep genetics 
with the hope of achieving 
better yields. 

• Also tried lambing hoggets after 
talking with farmers at National 
Farmer Conference.

• Continued focus on soils with a 
targeted fertiliser plan.

Action Network:
70% rating• The expert advice and soil tests were a major turning point.

• It changed the way they think about soils and fertiliser use, pasture 
and cropping choices and cultivation techniques.

• Started the journey with getting funded soil tests for the farm, which 
exceeded expectations coming into the pilot.

2020
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4.3 Connecting with 
experience and expertise  
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Connecting farmers with experience and expertise 
Other farmers (experience) 

• The collective experience in groups is almost like a depository of abundant wisdom to be mined, however, it will only be fully extracted 
by expert miners (facilitators) who know how to get the best out of this resource.    

• Combination of quality experts and experienced farmers sharing insights and battle stories is giving farmers the confidence to invest 
(both time and money) into practice change.

• There is evidence that these connections are leading to ongoing conversations outside Action Network Group activities.

• After building relationships with Action Network Group farmers, those farmers with lower confidence are now calling their peers in the 
Action Network Group to help resolve the issues they face.

• In addition, with increased confidence some farmers are contacting other sources of help (other farmers or consultants).

• It appears that in many cases these connections build on each other creating deeper communities of support for Action Network
farmers. 

Independent experts (expertise) 

• Via their Action Network Groups, farmers have been accessing a level of expertise via quality independent advisors that previously 
were not readily available to them. 

• Having this level of expertise inputting into the Action Network Group activities alongside the experience of other respected farmers is 
creating a persuasive platform for practice change.  
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Connecting with experience and expertise story introduction 
• The next two slides describe short stories of change behind the farm gate: 

Connecting with other experienced farmers creates confidence to change (Northland, female) 

• In this example we see how an Action Network Group has led to further connections with other farmers both within 
and outside the group.

• This story also shows how the experience of other farmers within the group makes them a source of trusted 
information that gives other less experienced farmers more confidence to try new practices.    

Connecting farmers with expertise (South Canterbury, father and daughter)

• This story provides a dialogue between a father and a daughter as they move to adopt a techno farming system. They 
had previously invested in irrigation and this earlier investment was restricting the speed by which they could invest 
further in techno farming infrastructure. 

• The turning point is when the daughter attended a techno-farming course via the RMPP. This connected her to 
expertise that provided relevant information giving her the ability to convince her father of the need to at least trial the 
system and as a result, they have increased their stocking rate.    
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And for me these connections help to create change it has been invaluable being able to speak to another farmer not 
just my husband and I have made some serious changes just from talking with experienced farmers who are in the 
business. And they are so helpful.  

But now through the Action Group, he has learnt people are out there in the same boat. And he can now call on these 
people, he has now started to ring the consultants himself, he has now started to ring the farmer up the road himself.  He 
has got the confidence to do that now because he knows them. I don’t have to instigate that which I think is great. 

Connecting with other experienced farmers creates confidence to change – (Northland, female) 

Connections lead to other connections even just contacting a top 20% farmer. We do it all the time now, I met him from 
RMPP, and he said, “Any time you need help”. He emails me all the time. Then he put me on to another farmer who is on 
the same kind of country as us. 

In the past, my husband works by himself a lot. He is not a real social person I need to drag him out to talk with others.

In addition, conversations with experienced farmers create confidence to change. It was amazing, we were
standing in the paddock and one farmer said to us, “If I was going to ever have my time again, I would fence before I
put on any fertilizer, I would go large scale, not just 20 hectares”. We obviously went home and did the numbers but
that comment, it is just confidence building. And then you had the other top farmer in the group saying, “I completely
agree”.
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Connecting farmers with expertise – short story (South Canterbury father and daughter)

In the future, when we can afford to develop it, we will put a permanent techno system in, but because of all the 
irrigation we put on we are not really in a position to spend a bunch of money to develop it further. (Daughter)

Prior to our Action Group, we were trying to make the farm more profitable. Because we have just spent millions on irrigation 
and are finding it a bit of a struggle. (Father)

Also back then, we had to invest a bit of money and I had a lot of challenge trying to get dad to agree to do all these 
different things to move to a techno system. (Daughter) 

But through the Action Group, it was going on the techno course and I came back to dad saying, “We have to do this, this 
and this”. We learnt about grass management, fencing and understanding the needs of a bull better and mob sizes. 
(Daughter)

As a result, we are doing a techno system, but there is just a lot more work involved in ours. (Father)

The result today is that we wouldn’t be able to run the amount of bulls we are running at the moment had we not got 
the advice from that course. (Daughter)
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Connecting with independent experts

• Many Action Network farmers felt that by belonging to their
group they were gaining access to a much higher caliber
independent expert than they would have otherwise been
able to engage with themselves.

• Others noted that because of the small group work and the
focus on specific topics relevant to their farms, at times it felt
like they were having almost one-to-one consultations to
specifically address their on-farm issues.

• One of the drawbacks of being in a group was that not every
session with a visiting expert would be beneficial for all group
members. However, having a range of independent experts
over a period meant that eventually each farmer would be
catered for.

There are not many times when you get to meet an expert of
such high calibre and be able to have one on one pretty much. It
is not a free consultation for the day, but it is a very intensive one
and you can ask specific questions for your farm. Which
generally leads for them then giving you ongoing support or they
will help you seek support. (Northland, female)

[Independent experts?] Yes, we have had one down from
Massey and she was good, good information. We managed to
get probably the best people available. Because there isn’t really
a lot of information on lamb rearing. Not good information
anyway. (Southland, male)

Some of the experts that we have had you get a huge amount
from, whereas other people you may get very little because you
either know about that already or it may not suit your property
quite to the same extent. (Otago, male)
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Connecting with other farmer expertise 

• When farmers join an Action Network Group, for many, it is like
having local trusted advice on tap. This is both refreshing and
confidence building, especially for younger farmers.

• This reinforces the benefits of having a mix of experienced and
inexperienced farmers in groups. Most of the more experienced
farmers we talked to liked being able to almost mentor some of the
younger farmers while also sometimes feeling inspired by the
younger generation to try new ideas.

• While individual farmers could help each other, the collective
experience within the group was much more powerful. This is
where a good facilitator becomes critical as part of their role is to
ensure this knowledge is tapped into so the wider group can benefit
from it.

I feel satisfied that I have passed on a bit of knowledge to
these guys. And I’m learning from these young guys too.
(Southland, male)

You get a lot of experience and information from the other
guys in the group. So the experience thing is quite good
because we have a problem and they say we had that last
year and we did this for it. There are solutions out there you
can get from other people in the group. (Northland, male)

We multiplied our experience by their experience too so
suddenly you have 150 years of experience if you have 10
people who have been doing it for 15 years. That is probably
what is the advantage. (Northland, female)
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Longitudinal interview: Tararua farmer four-year journey map – overall benefit 
increased confidence to now go and engage with experts 

2016

2017

2018

Overall 
Pilot rating:

90%

Key positives:
• Quality speakers.
• Talking with other farmers.

Left the group early due to:
• A change for the worst in facilitator. 
• Lack of commitment from members.

Overall benefits of the journey:
• Hogget weights and mating 

improvements. 
• Increased focus on business planning. 

• More awareness of and 
confidence to seek advice 
from industry experts.

• Pilot activities slowed in final 
year, but previous changes 
meant the overall impact was 
very positive.

• This year produced some of the 
best hoggets the farm had ever 
had.

• Average hogget weights up to 
49kg after taking the ram out.

$

• Hogget weights up to an 
average of 45kg, and scanning 
improved to 109% (from 85%).

$

• Pilot learnings led to changes 
with stock and cropping:

• Dedicated crops for ewe 
lambs.

• Cut-off date for finishing 
lambs to ensure greater 
focus on breeding stock.

• The changes have improved 
hogget weights and scanning in 
particular. 

Action Network:
75% rating

• The Pilot was very slow to get off the ground.
• The farm then got busy scanning which further delayed things. 2020
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4.4 Facilitation and 
structure  
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The structure of well-thought out facilitation is critical
• Most farmers rated their facilitators highly. Well-organised facilitators who understood how to run a group both on the day and for the life of the group

is clearly a success factor of the Action Network programme.

• The role of the facilitator to bring structure to events that ensured focus on relevant topics is an attribute of the Action Network that appealed to
almost all farmers we spoke to.

• Having a strong and targeted focus made group activities relevant and helped to sustain interest. Being able to identify relevant (like-minded) farmers
through networking and local knowledge is important to create compatible groups that are sustainable.

• Facilitators who drove a focus on topics directly relevant to the group, made the Action Network approach quite different from other more general field
days or monitor farms which were not always directly relevant to participants.

• Good facilitators also played the critical role of connectors. They were able to connect farmers to the best independent experts that otherwise would
be largely inaccessible for individual farmers.

• There were examples of facilitators who were running several groups. This was generally thought to be an advantage. These facilitators were able to
bring learnings from other groups.

• Theses facilitators could also share resources such as bringing an independent expert to town to run a session for two groups on consecutive days.
There were also examples of two groups coming together for a specific topic or a field trip which also held benefits for information sharing.

• Facilitators in the case studies were striving to get the most out of the Action Network Group for their farmers. They did this by helping their farmers’
frame-up farming issues and by identifying and questioning experts to help solve these issues. These learnings were cemented into farmers’ minds by
facilitators who also worked to ensure useful information was presented in a digestible format. To help achieve this effective pre and post work for each
meeting was done.

• Experts in the case studies felt the facilitation role was critical to helping them understand the group and their objectives. Also, having the facilitator
allowed the expert to focus on delivering information on their specialist topic instead of being distracted by administration and facilitation duties.
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Facilitators bring focus, accountability and links to expertise – story 
introduction 

• The next two slides describe short stories of the role of facilitators behind the farm gate: 

Facilitator is a connector to expertise and brings focus – (Manawatu, male)

• In this example, we see how the facilitator played a critical role in connecting her Action Network Group to independent experts that 
otherwise would have been out of reach for group members. 

• Also, this facilitator was praised for both listening to group members while keeping them focused. In addition, her involvement with 
other groups brought some efficiencies to attracting experts out into the regions which appealed to this farmer.  

Facilitator helped provide accountability and focus  – (Southland, male) 

• The farmer in this story favourably compares his Action Network Group with a farm discussion group. His main point is that his Action 
Network Group is more focused and provides useful detail. 

• In this group, the facilitator played quite a hands-on role in helping farmers collate measurement data to see what impact their new 
practices were having on their farm production. He notes that without the facilitator this would not have happened, and they would 
have had less data to help gauge the benefits that were occurring on their farm.  
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Facilitator is a connector to expertise and brings focus – (Manawatu, male)

Also, she is really good at focusing on a direction. We gave her a couple of ideas and she came up with a date and she 
said we will go through this, this and this and it was just perfect for what we needed that day.

The facilitator was a good choice, as she has been in the district a long time, so she is well known, and her credentials have 
been well proven, so she is not a new kid on the block. 

Her skillset and contacts are vital, she has got some awesome contacts that she is able to bring in as experts. She has just 
got such a wide range of people that she knows, it is fantastic really. She has got a very good practical knowledge being a 
farmer.

Additionally, she runs at least one other group. [Do you think that is beneficial?] It is good because we got an expert up
from AbacusBio and he basically did two days in a row. So he did her other Action Group and then our Action Group on the
next day. So it was good to have that. If they have to travel a long way it is good, they can come up and stay the night and
do two groups.

Also on the Action Group days, she is very good at controlling the group and keeping us on track.  Keeping [Name]
under control. 
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In the past, I have been in a farm discussion group that was started up 40 years ago. There are a few of them around we meet 
once a month and decide on a topic that is relevant.   

However the Action Group, is more detailed, it is focused on one thing. [Is that good?] Yes. It is the simple things like the
data that our facilitator has put together it is more accurate, and you get a lot more information out of it. Whereas if you
have got a farm discussion group day you look at farming practices and theoretical results, but you don’t actually see too
many facts. It is all about the cost of dry matter and what you gain, profit per kg of dry matter basically.

At first our facilitator was feeling her way through it as well as we were, it was all fairly new.  She probably could have 
been more decisive at times and told us we were doing this, but she was probably trying to find a balance. [Trying to find a 
balance would be quite hard.]  Especially with farmers, they are all different. Some are more aggressive in their approach 
to things than others. I am probably more laid back and go with the flow.  

What was useful, was all the information she came up with, she put a lot of work into it. [Collating the information?] All
the data. There is a lot of work in that. We couldn’t have done it without her, if we didn’t have someone like that it
wouldn’t have happened.

Facilitator helped provide accountability and focus – (Southland, male)
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Facilitators provide structure to frame and solve problems and help 
to ensure critical information is retained 

• Some facilitators indicated the importance of learning to ask the right questions, especially when farmers were struggling
to identify where they could improve and understand the pathway to solve the performance puzzle.

• Part of this role was helping farmers to frame the right questions to put to the visiting experts. This also meant facilitators
needed to brief visiting experts on what the group needed. Having a trained facilitator when farmers engaged with
independent experts helped to make sure Action Network Group members got the most out of the limited time they had
with a visiting advisor.

• Doing this effectively often involved some level of pre-work from facilitators to ensure they got to the heart of what farmers really
wanted to know from these experts – one case study facilitator talked of his method of using this pre-work to produce an agenda for
the day to ensure nothing is missed.

• Another effective tool used by case study facilitators to help their farmers learn from each event was the summary they
provided post the activity. A brief summary of the main points discussed helped case study group members to retain the
insights. Also, having the written information put more structure around the process of learning so that in the future
farmers could go back to the brief document and refresh their memories, which helped to ensure learnings were not lost.

• One case study expert we spoke with also talked about how he was personally trying to implement effective facilitation
techniques in his own work with Action Network Groups. This took the form of establishing an understanding of the
group’s goals through a short zoom session before the actual day and making an effort to run a more interactive session
on the day.
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Effective facilitation to help farmers solve problems Verbatim

[Key group set up processes?] You have to make sure they understand that they
are in total control of this whole thing. So we are quite clear on that they decide
what their goals are and what they want to achieve. We will help them identify
experts, but they have to decide what they want to achieve in a meeting. We will
not allow an expert to simply turn up and present to the group. They are given
basically a discussion paper or a list of things that they need to go away and
come back with answers for the group. So that is the critical one, that is where
you get the real mileage as opposed to the historical discussion group type of
format where a consultant or expert would just turn up and just tell them what
they needed to do. And that is the thing that I think hasn’t worked over the years.
(Canterbury, case study, facilitator, male)

After each event I write up notes and finishing the day with eight – 12 pages. Sometimes I
get an email within an hour or two of me sending the notes out saying top work, I
appreciate it. And a few of them are telling me it is good to be able to go back and read
those notes a week later after the meeting just to refresh your memory and that is what I
encourage them all to do. I try and get them out within a few days, three – five days and I
encourage them to read them straight away for memory retention. (Southland, case study,
facilitator, male)

When the expert turns up, we know exactly what the agenda is going to be for the day. It is
not spontaneous there has been quite a bit of preparation going on at the farm end, at our
end and at the expert's end. So they are not going to regurgitate the same thing they have
been selling for the last 10 years sort of thing. (Canterbury, case study, facilitator, male)

If a farmer is not able to articulate the problem and ask the right questions, then
they are not going to be capable of understanding the right answer. So a good
expert will help them articulate the problem and ask the right questions.
(Bay of Plenty, case study, facilitator, male)

As a facilitator you try and get everyone engaged. Sometimes with some of the experts they
have wanted to ask a question, but they have put it to me to start asking someone direct. So I
will go [Name] what are your thoughts here or what is your objective for the day. So I will go
around everyone in the room first up, what are your objectives and what are you wanting to
learn from today. One key thing. That is for the groups benefit but it is also for the experts
benefit so he or she knows that this is what everyone in the room is trying to learn from
today. So I will write those down. (Southland, case study, facilitator, male)

We will send out post-work so we will send out something that will summarise
the day and if it was agreed that they needed to do certain things then we would
do that. So there is a bit of paperwork around that. (Canterbury, case study,
facilitator, male)
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Experts helping to bring structure and accountability Verbatim

[So would you say you have tried to have a non-lecturing style?]
Totally. More engaged, more workshop, more interactions, exercises,
even just physically getting up and moving around and all of that kind
of stuff I think really helps. I also like the approach of effectively we
generally give the people some pre-work to do and then we deliver
the workshop. (Southland, case study, expert, male)

We had a pre-meeting on Zoom a week before where I went over the content, I gauged what was most important to the
participants and also gave them some homework, some prework to do. Then we have had the workshop and then I have
offered to come back next time they meet, even if it is for half an hour whereby we have a quick Zoom meeting, we do a catch
up on what has happened, any questions, any issues that have come up let’s follow-up and see how much that learning has
been cemented in. And to me that fits the Action Group model of supported learning and follow-up and accountability and all
the rest of it. (Southland, case study, expert, male)
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Facilitator role helps to extract greater value from visiting expert

One facilitator I can think of, he is happy to get really stuck in and ask hard questions
and pull out guys in the group too and say what do you think. And he is a good
facilitator. [Do you think that is important from a facilitator?] Short answer would be
yes. The hardest thing is if you talk to a group and you don’t get any questions or any
feedback and you are thinking have I missed the point here, are they engaged, what
is happening here. For this particular guy he sets the scene which I think makes the
other members in the group feel more comfortable to hook in there as well and ask
the questions. (Bay of Plenty, case study, expert, male)

Just again some of the practicalities around if I turn up as the subject matter expert, I assume
that the facilitator has got the venue all sorted. That we know there is a projector there and a
whiteboard and whatever I have told them and some of them we have turned up and it has
been pretty hopeless, and it just cuts into your time (Southland, case study, expert, male)

So when it is virtual, I might often get the facilitator if I ask a question, they
deliberately go around the room and they know everybody there and they ask
people the questions and we make sure that everybody had had a chance to
speak. I also really try and use the facilitator to check in and to be really clear
about what are the objectives of the group, what have they covered so far and
how does what we are doing today fit into their extension plan and the overall
plan of the group. (Southland, case study, expert, male)
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Facilitation drawbacks 

Note: these are views from a small number of farmers but are documented to show that not all farmer experiences have been
positive.

• When farmers gave a lower rating for their pilot the main reason was weaker facilitation. However, there were only a few farmers
who raised concerns in this way.

• In these cases, the facilitator had been viewed as disorganised and their communication was considered to be lacking.

• One of the main concerns raised by farmers was how difficult it was to get all farmers together. While this was not necessarily the
fault of a facilitator, this does point towards the importance of planning and ensuring lots of warning prior to event days plus the
need for flexibility and reminders.

• For successful facilitation, it is critical that facilitators can:

• Find the balance between focusing the group to achieve an outcome, while not forcing them too hard.

• Where a facilitator sits on this continuum between guiding and forcing also needs to shift depending on the makeup of their group.

• In some cases, farmers felt their facilitator had lacked the necessary fortitude to pull farmers into line when they strayed from the
main course.

• One farmer wondered if his facilitator was playing the system by running five groups and just following the same template for each
one. So while there are benefits to facilitators running more than one group such as cross-fertilisation of ideas and developing
facilitation skills through extra experience – there is also the potential for some farmers to view this practice more cynically.
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A few farmers gave less favourable feedback on their facilitators Verbatim

[Have there been any down sides to the pilot, any
negatives?] I suppose getting everyone together is the
only downside at the one time, that is the hardest thing.
Sometimes you will get all of us here and then the next
time only two or three of you, but that is farming.
(Southland, male)

On the day I would give her [facilitator] 80%, she is very
good, keeps things to task, keeps it moving. But planning
and communication is not great. I mean I turned up to one
day and it had been cancelled without me being told. When
I rang around asking where everyone was, they all seemed
to know about it. Then I just got an, “Oh sorry, forgot about
you” from the facilitator. (Hawkes Bay, male)

He is doing five other groups. Looking at the budgets and things like that,
it just seemed to me like he was making a shitload of money out of it. Out
of just repeating what he was doing. He was doing the same sort of thing
with each group as far as I could see. It is just a cash cow, I think RMPP
have spent a whole heap of money on a glorified discussion group. The
proof will be in the pudding with how many continue once it is not
subsidised. (Manawatu, male)

The first year or two we had various topics, but they were
too different from each other each time, no continual
process about the whole thing. My wife has given me a
note about the cost of a facilitator for a start. We had this
facilitator in for a couple of years land he cost a fair bit of
money and we sort of didn’t have enough direction along
that time. (Southland, case study, farmer, male)
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4.5 Group dynamics  
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Great group dynamics take time to craft, but can yield fantastic results   

• A great group dynamic takes time to develop but well-managed groups are leading to significant confidence-
building and sustained changes.

• Having a sense of accountability to the group was a strong motivator for practice change.
• Facilitators played an important role in developing a great group dynamic and there are several necessary factors.

• The groups that were going well were focused on being open and transparent with each other. However, for this to
happen a facilitator needed to make sure people were not being unfairly judged otherwise members would be slow
to open up to the group.

• When group members talked about ‘like-minded’ farmers they generally meant other farmers who were positive
about the industry and/or had the drive to want to make changes and improve their operations.

• Setting ground rules at the start of the group was an important step. Importantly, these needed to cover
expectations around attendance. It is difficult to get a strong group dynamic if only part of the group regularly
attends.

• This appears to be one of the biggest obstacles to Action Network Groups succeeding. Because unlike more generic field
days or workshops, the group is relying on a small number of farmer businesses (seven to nine) and if two or three are
unable to make an event it can impact the quality of the day.

• The farmers we spoke to were unsure how this could be resolved apart from regular communication to ensure members
knew what to expect and what is expected of them. And as much as possible pre-planned days with lots of notice and
reminders.
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Group dynamics story overview      
• The next two slides describe short stories about the importance of group dynamics:

Positive group dynamics – setting the ground rules and building strong relationships through time (Otago, female)

• In this example, we see the importance of setting the ground rules and having a common and agreed focus for helping to create a great
group dynamic.

• This story goes on to show how through time the bonds between the group have significantly strengthened. As a group, they realise
that no one has it ‘nailed’, this creates common ground and leads to a group strongly built on supporting and learning from each other.

Being in a group of like-minded positive farmers helps drive enthusiasm to improve (Northland, Female)

• In this story, we see the need to set up groups with like-minded farmers who are positive about the industry and want to improve their
businesses. Groups that are set up well lead to positivity among members that this helps to drive enthusiasm to improve.

• This farmer observed that for the group to develop well, everyone needs to be able to have their say, without feeling too heavily
judged by others. Achieving this non-judgemental ethos in the group is critical to encourage a range of farmers to feel comfortable to
open up and engage within and support others to make changes.
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Positive group dynamics setting the ground rules and building strong relationships 
(Otago, female) 

Now the Action Group, has been a really good support network for each other. We have all realised that no one has got 
anything nailed. Everyone is juggling, everyone is busy, so it has been really great.

Our group is a very business focused Action Group, we have quite a diverse group by design rather than default. The thing that 
brought us together was the focus on business. It wasn’t that we had similar farming operations.

At the start, at our very first meeting we got the ground rules in place and you need to put them there so that everyone is 
aware of them.

As a result, everyone signed up for the rules of engagement and these were basically open book. There is nothing really 
that is hidden. Because we decided you needed to know everybody’s whole story not just part of it to be able to add value 
or advice.

In the beginning, people were a little bit cagey on what they said whereas now people are pretty open about just firing it 
out there. Which is huge because that is now where we are getting the biggest gains. 

This has progressed into real friendships. It wasn’t as though we were friends before the Action Group. But if you look 
at some of the others and if we had a 40th birthday party now you would invite them all. 
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Members feel valued and everyone has their say (Northland, female) 

In the past we never really had a facilitator to organise a day for us. We have been to see top farmers before but that is more 
like they are mentoring you. Whereas when we are altogether in the Action Group everyone feels quite equal and gets a 
chance to brings different things to the discussions. 

Now that we have been together for a while and we are familiar with each other it is kind of really relaxed and everyone 
has their say.

Being in a group of positive like-minded farmers is refreshing. It is nice to be around people who have got the same drive.  
People that are in these groups want to learn; they want to get better and they are positive about the farming industry 
really.

The group days are made enjoyable for everyone. Because there is no judgement or anything like that. It is more of a
group feeling now than individuals the small group set up allows this to happen I would say. And obviously the facilitator
started us off really well with ground rules and things.
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Longitudinal interview: Otago farmer five-year journey map – building a group 
dynamic takes time and underpins perfect Action Network rating 

2015

2016

2017

2018

Overall 
Pilot rating:

80%

Key positives:

• The group dynamic has 
continued to improve 
overtime as trust builds, and 
we understand each others' 
businesses more deeply.

Overall benefits of the journey:
• The initial Pilot provided valuable 

information on lamb fattening – it 
helped to build concrete data to 
support their decision making.

• However, they have found more long-
lasting value from the Action Group, 
which gave them increased 
confidence to make decisions and 
improved connections in the industry 
with other farmers and experts.

• ‘Business group’ turned into an 
official Action Group.

• The group is providing great 
networking opportunities, and 
valuable advice as everyone is 
transparent with financials, so 
we have the full picture before 
providing advice.

Tough to quantify profitability 
impacts – but feel more in 
control of financial goals.

$

• No results from eating quality trial – but National Farmer workshop 
led to the creation of a ‘business group’.

• First meeting helped to make some tough decisions about how to 
proceed with soon to be irrigated land.

• Also added more clover into their grass mixes after a Tom Fraser field 
day.

Action Network:
100% rating

• Started using EID tags for lamb eating quality trial – but additional 
benefits of providing tracking data for lamb weights, therefore 
helping with stock decisions.

• Helped to implement health and safety and environmental plans.

• Limited activity in the first year, but there was clear direction for the 
programme to investigate lamb eating quality; excited to see how this 
may impact prices.

2020
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Building a great group dynamic – case study facilitator perspectives 

• When working to create practice change facilitators reinforced the benefits of having a smaller group (seven to nine farm businesses). This sized
group helped to fast track the ‘getting comfortable with everyone’ process which is key to creating a positive group dynamic.

• Ensuring the group was prepared to share also speeds this journey – which is often achieved through appropriate ground rules and building
trust.

• Facilitators also noted the importance of getting multiple members of the farm team along to Action Network Group events – one case study
facilitator noted how this was a requirement for his groups, while another said he believed getting partners (or other members of the farm team)
along was a key reason for the success of the Action Network style of extension.

• The value of having a few central farmers who were willing to drive the group along was also noted by our case study facilitators. These tended to
be more experienced participants but just as importantly they needed to have enthusiasm.

• Further to this point, there are a lot of experienced farmers who are interested in giving back to those starting out. The Action Network
provides the platform for this to happen and could be a more formal part of the approach going forward. Past participants in Action Network
Groups can now also play this role.

• There is not a ‘one size fits all’ approach to group makeup. Some believe their group worked well because they are similar ages and facing similar
challenges. Others felt their group performed because there were a range of ages, with at least some variability in the challenges they faced.

• However, the common variable that is important is to have ‘like-minded’ farmers. This means having a group who are interested, positive, and
enthusiastic about improving their operations. You only need to have a couple of farmers in the group who are negative and dragging the chain and
this will be enough to upset the group dynamic.
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Building a great group dynamic – case study facilitator perspectives Verbatim

[You mentioned the wives and partners aspect, do you think that is important?] This
approach is stronger in that aspect definitely than some of the others I’ve been
involved with. I am pretty confident that is the other reason why this approach is so
strong is because there are so many wives or partners there. (Southland, case study,
facilitator, male )

There is one thing I really like that RMPP has done with these groups is capping
them at around that seven to nine. That is why there is such a high level of
engagement when you have these meetings. Because they form that level of trust
within themselves a lot faster because it is a small group and they are more
happy to talk up in a small group (Southland, case study, facilitator, male)

Think particularly with the group we talking about here they all sort of chose each other.
So what has happened is it is a whole bunch of guys and quite a few of their wives comes
along and they are all at a very similar age and stage. They have all got similar
personality types I guess and that drive to learn and learn the same thing. So there is a
real common interest there. So that is probably what has driven that. (Southland, case
study, facilitator, male)

We have got a very good age range. We have got a new young farm manager, a woman who is still in
her 20’s and we have got right through to [name] who is in his 70’s. We have a good mix of women and
men. A younger farmer who is quite smart and clever and really engaged who has helped to bring the
others along as well and a well-respected capable farmer. (Bay of Plenty, case study, facilitator, male)

Having eight to nine people was the optimal amount. So we aimed for that every
time. The other thing we were really firm on was we need to have the husband and
wife there or two people, it might be father and son. We are really firm on the fact
that if you don’t want to bring your wife or you just think that it only needs to be
you then probably you are not engaging the way you need to so don’t bother.
(Canterbury, case study, facilitator, male)

I think it needs to have two or three crucial people who have the respect of the group and
who will make the effort to bring the others along. (Bay of Plenty, case study, facilitator, male)

So they have got a good affinity with each other and they are
prepared to share. They know whatever they say in that room isn’t
going to go anywhere outside that room. So they work really well
together. They are similar age groups, similar stage of life, probably
similar levels of wealth – they click really well. I think that goes back
to probably the Rabobank guy who actually connected that group,
he did a good job. (Canterbury, case study, facilitator, male)
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Experts had similar views on group dynamics

• Our case study experts mirrored many of the themes
identified by facilitators on building an effective group
dynamic.

• Central to these views was having ‘like-minded’ farmers
– that is to say a group of farmers who have a common
purpose and are willing to help each other achieve it.

• Establishing the ground rules that allow farmers to
share openly and honestly was also an important factor
identified by case study experts.

• The value of having partners or other members of the
farmer team attending Action Network Group events
was also viewed by experts as having a positive impact
on the group dynamic.

[Key drivers of a good group dynamic?] I guess it would be that idea of a common
purpose. That they are really clear why they are there, and they all have a similar
objective. It seems to me as though in that group there is no big egos. There is nobody
that is absolutely striving to have the highest EFS per hectare and skite about it from the
roof tops. So people seem to me to have left their egos at home. They seem to be quite
supportive of each other. If somebody needs a hand with something someone else will
put their hand up and say, “I was dealing with that last year and can I show you how I did
that”. They have a real willingness to learn and they seem open to their facilitator’s
coaching or prodding or direction. They are really keen to pursue that. So those would be
the key things. (Southland, case study, expert, male)

I really appreciate when we have got couples. We have got two people from the
business in the room and I think that makes a huge difference. I reckon a couple would
get more than twice as much out of what an individual would. (Southland, case study,
expert, male)

I think they are pretty open. They obviously had some pretty good ground rules around
confidentiality and what they are prepared to share. I understand from the facilitator
that they are really open when they are looking at benchmarking or accounts analysis
to sharing their financials which really helps. (Southland, case study, expert, male)
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4.6 Maintaining momentum 
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Maintaining momentum for an Action Network approach – overview 
The findings in this section are based on finding from the three case studies, which includes the views of facilitators, independent experts and farmers.  
In addition, these views are further strengthened with the addition of findings from the one-to-one in depth interviews with farmers. This research 
has identified the following four areas to consider when thinking about maintaining an Action Network: 

1. Transitioning current Action Network groups post the conclusion of RMPP

• This research shows there is a desire to continue with an Action Network style of extension. Most participants in the Action Network indicated that
implementing some form of a small group-based extension programme was a no-brainer for the industry.

• However, while some groups will have a clearer pathway to transition post-RMPP funding others will struggle. This suggests the need for a step-by-
step process to help current groups with momentum to continue or else we risk losing some of the gains that are surfacing.

2. Working to attract more farmers into the Action Network approach

• For any extension activity to warrant industry support – mechanisms were needed to ensure a wider cohort of farmers would be comfortable in
taking part in small group extension activities.

• One way to drive this was for Action Network Group farmers (who had not previously been involved in such activity) to share their experiences
with their peers at industry field days and workshops.

• There is also a need to manage perceived entry barriers – there is an irrational and immensely strong fear among some farmers of being opened up
to harsh scrutiny from their peers in group interactions.

• Also, the more middle to lower performing cohort of farmers are already under pressure anything that is perceived as too onerous is off-putting –
which suggests the need to develop a potential Action Network (light) option that requires less commitment.

• Other initiatives like improving the use of online communication platforms could help to make groups more accessible for farmers who have less
off-farm time available.
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Maintaining momentum for an Action Network approach – overview (cont.) 
3. Funding options to consider post RMPP

• There were several suggestions for how the industry could support such a programme, from supplying facilitators to funding groups on a
case-by-case basis. Funding in the current format was seen as too expensive for a wider and ongoing programme.

4. Ongoing support and training for facilitators

• Facilitators and experts in our case studies noted how important continuing the support and training of facilitators will be to not only
maintain the momentum of the Action Network, but grow the programme to reach more farmers.

• There were some concerns that if the support did not continue, extension would revert back to more traditional means. Training more
facilitators was seen by some facilitators and experts as the main way to attract a wider cohort of farmers as each facilitator can only
realistically manage a limited number of groups.
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Transitioning current Action Network Groups: case study findings

• Our three case study groups (Southland, Bay of Plenty, and Canterbury) were all facing different circumstances with respect to transitioning 
into a post-RMPP funding Action Network Group. The one thing that connected all these groups was a desire, at least in principle, to 
continue being a part of the group after RMPP funding ceased.

• The Southland group was the most advanced in their journey and their experience could perhaps be a lesson to other groups looking to 
move forward post-funding.

• Importantly, their facilitator came forward with a clear plan for the future of the group and was transparent in terms of costs to the 
farmers.

• Options to reduce costs were explored and in this case, an additional two farmers were brought into the group.

• The Bay of Plenty group was less decided about their future, with finding time to sit down as a group and map out a pathway being elusive.

• One of the key concerns for farmers was the uncertainty around what it actually costs to run a group – particularly the facilitation 
aspect.

• The strong sense we got from speaking to these farmers was if left to them alone, without a step-by-step pathway to transition, it 
would be reassigned into the ‘too hard’ basket. 

• The future of the group was not on the mind of the Canterbury group at all, this was due to a couple of reasons: 

• The group has some way to go to get through their funding – which can now be accessible until March 2021. 

• Like the Bay of Plenty group, they have struggled with finding the time to sit meet and talk about what is necessary to continue
without RMPP funding.
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Transitioning current Action Network groups: Southland case study  –
a clearer pathway in place 

[In terms of future direction of the group, is that something you have talked about
already?] Yes we have it well planned out with templates already done up and a
structure to how that will look going forward. And frequency, there will be seven
meetings a year. So it will be going around each farm, we will start with a detailed
farm tour but before we have even got there they will have done financial accounts
analysis and put their cash flow forecasts into a spreadsheet that I have provided
them with so they have a one pager on the financials performance of their business.
Then we also have a template that the farmer will have to had completed, it is word
document just on the physical aspects of their farm but what they really want to get
out of the day too. (Southland, case study, facilitator, male)

We all just decided that we want to keep going and if the funding
stopped, we would have to come up with some money. And we all pretty
much said that we would put in some money. (Southland, case study,
farmer, male)

One of our early goals was production to profitability as a group and then by doing
the KPI’s and going around each one’s farms and we are going to be doing our
homework before we go there so hopefully when people come around the farm they
can all add value to the persons farm that we are going to and back it up with these
financial figures that we are going to have. (Southland, case study, farmer, male)

Verbatim
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Transitioning current Action Network Groups: Bay of plenty case study –
pathway needed 

I am definitely keen to keep it going how it keeps going I don’t know I guess it is a
conversation we need to have as a group. In some way shape or form I am keen
to be a part of it. [would it include keeping a facilitator involved?] I don’t know
how much he costs. That is one of the things we need to look at. $800 each is not
a lot of money compared with what we started with. So we can’t carry on the
same way as what we are at the moment. (Bay of Plenty, case study, male)

I think the group will carry on because there is always something to discuss and
one of the things our facilitator could do for us is find out where we could
leverage other funding to support our group. B+LNZ are going to pay for
extension one way or another, they have budgets for it. So I think that is the next
step to look at the coordination between the farmer council budgets and the
RMPP action group programme. (Bay of Plenty, case study, male)

We keep saying we need to have a discussion about the future of the group, and
we haven’t actually done it yet. I am presuming we are going to carry on because
we’ve all agreed from the start that we would put money in. I don’t know how far
that money will go or what form it will take. But I am hoping it will carry on. (Bay
of Plenty, case study, female)

Verbatim
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Transitioning current Action Network groups: Canterbury case study  –
not on the radar

Because it was a full-sized group there was a lot of money in the kitty and they
haven’t spent much of it so they will definitely carry on while there is some money
in the bank. Beyond that I don’t know. I would like to think that they would
because they are a good group. It is quite a diverse group in terms of their activities
and their farming type. It is not a group that would necessarily revert back to being
a pure farming group. We have got dairy farmers there, we have got low land
intensive farmers, we have got hill country farmers, sheep, beef, dairy.
(Canterbury, case study, facilitator, male)

[What is the plan for the group going forward?] We haven’t talked about that to be
honest. As I said it is a fair while since we had our last meeting. The farmer leader
is a pretty critical piece of the pie and our farmer leader has needed a little bit of
pushing along to get things organised and there is nothing in the agenda at the
moment, but I think we need to pretty soon. So we haven’t talked about the future
at all. (Canterbury, case study, farmer, male)

I hope our group will carry on. I am not sure about other groups; I am sure some of
them probably will with self-funding I would expect. Our funding, am I correct in
saying our funding has been extended out to March. (Canterbury, case study,
farmer, male)

Verbatim
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Attracting more farmers: appealing to a wider range

• If the industry wishes to support a wider group of farmers, one potential way to
achieve this is to remove the need for financial analysis for some groups.

• There is an example in this research where farmers who wanted to learn but
missed out on the opportunity because of the need for farm financial information.

• This reluctance can be driven by either embarrassment or in some cases they were
the next generation working towards succession and their parents were making
the call to not share financials.

• There is potentially a cohort of more middle performing farmers who are missing
out on industry support that their levies and taxes are paying for because of a
barrier that could be easily removed for them.

• As some of these farmers will be younger, supporting them to improve on-farm
practices is one way to increase the pipeline of the next generation into sheep and
beef farming. From this research there is no way of knowing how prevalent this
may be, however, it is worth considering it for facilitator training to be looking out
for it.

• It could be about making the Action Network Groups a bit more agile so they can
cater to a wider cohort of farmers. For this to happen, facilitators need more
flexibility around how plans are documented and executed. However, to ensure
the groups remained focused, there will still be a need for flexibility to occur
alongside accountability and structure. This could be achieved by providing a
slightly lighter version of an Action Network Group for some farmers.

But the financial thing was the biggest hurdle. The goals aren’t
that hard. It is just getting the financials. [So that is seeing your
books?] Yes seeing the books and some people aren’t comfortable
giving them out. (King Country, male)

They are on family farms probably working for their dads, but it is
too hard for them to get that information. One good mate of mine
has said it is too hard and he would really benefit from the group. I
keep saying, “Come on man just keep coming to it, I have got
figures that are average over central North Island hill country and
we will just make it up”. But that is the biggest thing I have found
that has been hard for people to do. (King Country, male)

Privacy is one of the biggest things so it is how you would engage
with farmers concerned about that. If you said specifically you can
only be involved in the topics where you feel comfortable, maybe
that would be an option. (Bay of Plenty, case study, male)
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Attracting more farmers: considering a lighter approach 
We were under the pump; we were going to get our funding cut off and so we had a
dedicated session and it just felt so forced. Most of these guys were miles away
from understanding the value proposition of KPIs and this sort of stuff and we really
needed to have lots more conversations about what is actually going on on their
farm and how do they know what is going on on their farm. And if they knew that,
what would that mean if they could actually understand what was happening. And
it is always relating it back to what they know and asking those questions of them.
But it takes time. And it just felt so forced. We got plans and we got KPIs but they
are still not there. (Bay of Plenty, case study, facilitator, male)

• Too strong a focus on KPIs can feel forced for some farmers
who are yet to understand the value proposition.

• This facilitator believed that telling farmers they needed KPIs
in order to get funding, meant some felt forced to do
something they did not yet see value in, which was
counterproductive for encouraging a positive relationship
with KPIs.

• Farmers cannot always identify where their mains issues are.
The facilitator needs to play a critical role in framing up these
issues in an unjudgmental way so they can then build group
engagement to work towards achievable solutions.

• While the current Action Network process mostly does this,
to make it easier for a wider cohort of farmers, it could
perhaps do it better. This is likely to include using a different
language that sounds less imitating for farmers who are less
familiar with performance indicators, goals, and financial
analysis.

To make everyone have KPIs it starts to get perverse outcomes. [Can you explain to
me what you mean by perverse outcomes in that context?] It forces people who
don’t see the value of KPIs or don’t understand what they are or how it can help
them to produce something that they don’t understand. So it is just a negative. It
will put them off. It gives them a bad experience with the use of KPIs. Because they
are told they have to produce it in order to get the funding not because it is actually
going to help them. (Bay of Plenty, case study, facilitator, male)

It would be useful to have a mechanism by which you could in a more structured
way – and I don’t mean it in a deceitful way – but in a more structured way help
them through that process and maybe using language that they are more familiar
with and not the planning speak that I grew up on. (Bay of Plenty, case study,
facilitator, male)
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Attracting more farmers: sharing the benefits of Action Network Groups

• Another way to recruit farmers into group learning was creating a
platform for wins and losses to be easily shared.

• Many farmers who were involved with an Action Network Group
were enthusiastic about the programme and what they had
learnt. They wanted to make sure their peers were not missing
out.

• There were several calls for a way to share results from the Action
Network Groups with the wider farming industry.

• There was a suggestion that facilitators were best placed to help
collate and share these findings. With willing farmers fronting
when needed to tell the ‘nuts and bolts’ of the story.

• Some Action Network farmers suggested running a field day on
their property where figures could be shared.

• And having an online platform when results could be posted –
such as the Knowledge Hub.

There are quite a few of these groups around. Even with lamb growth rates on
different feeds, local trials or experimentation you need to know what those
groups get out of it. [Has that been talked about?] No, it hasn’t yet. As for
sharing I don’t know anything about that, hopefully it will come out eventually.
(Southland, male)

Take succession planning for instance if you get some results saying this is
where we were, this is where we are now because of the Action Group, we are
in this much better place. I think if you can compare the costs of joining a
group to the costs of consultants to get that like succession or if you have got
production increases that can be valued with other groups like ours then you
have got products to sell. (Northland, male)

I  imagine amongst the groups there are some real success stories. People who 
have turned their farms around and have just got so much out of the process. 
And in a way probably have a stronger rural community, a stronger support 
network and all of those kinds of positives that have come out that are great 
human values and it would be great to share some of those stories (Southland, 
case study, expert, male)
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I think over time when farmers are way
happier to jump on Skype and do that sort of
thing and if that is a common thing
throughout the country. Get members of a
group and say, “Right part of this is we have
got to get everybody up to speed on Skype”.
Because once you know how to use that sort
of technology it becomes easy. (Northland,
male)

• One of the most common complaints with the Action Network is that groups
are struggling to get all farmers together on the same day.

• One prime advantage of the Action Network is the small group allows for many
farmers to feel more comfortable in engaging and it allows them to build a
strong group dynamic that leads to sustainable change.

• However, the group size can be a disadvantage as it only takes a few members
who cannot make an event and it diminishes the power of the group dynamic.

• One way to manage this is for groups to meet online. Many groups are already
doing this successfully. In some cases they are running webinars, so they gain
better access to experts (sometimes overseas ones).

• One barrier to online learning in rural communities is poor internet coverage.
So the industry needs to continue to lobby the Government to invest in this
area.

• Another barrier is the lack of comfort with online technology. This is one that
can be addressed. If farmers can see a benefit in something, they will learn it.
This research suggests the industry could look at training farmers (as part of
Action Network) in using online communication tools.

Expanding the network: Improving the use of online communication platforms 
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Attracting more famers: case study findings
• The three Case study groups expressed a range of views about how (or even if) more needed to be done to attract more farmers into the

Action Network.

• The Bay of Plenty group had the strongest view on this and felt if the action network was to continue, and B+LNZ were to take over,
recruiting a wider range of farmers should be central to activities.

• The Bay of Plenty group did recognise the investment required to make this happen but felt it could be accomplished by spreading
success stories from the current groups.

• This could be achieved with a multi-pronged approach, both small and large-scale promotion. For example, current Action Network
farmers ‘shoulder tapping’ other farmers to get involved or alternatively sharing their experiences with a larger group of farmers and
encouraging them to get involved.

• It was important that farmers sharing the stories were similar to the farmers they were targeting. Such as farmers in the Action
Network who at first were reticent to participate in off-farm activities but through their experience of well-facilitated groups they had
been won over.

• The Southland group largely agreed with the sentiment that getting a wider range of farmers involved was worthwhile. However, they were
more of the opinion that “there is only so much you can do”.

• Notwithstanding, they still believed different approaches could be applied to attract farmers, with current Action Network farmers
‘shoulder tapping’ new farmers seen as the gold standard.

• Additionally, the programme needed to offer a range of topics to get a wide appeal and allow ‘like-minded’ farmers to come together.
This group explored financials but acknowledged more ‘nuts and bolts’ topics like lambing percentages were more appealing for
other farmers.

• The Canterbury group was more of the view that it is just not possible to reach some farmers. In their view, the current programme had
offered farmers a very attractive proposition, and if farmers were not interested in getting involved then that is fine.
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Attracting more famers: Bay of plenty case study – recruiting wider 
audience should be central, allow farmers to share experiences

I can think of two youngish guys that could do with something like this, but I think
they were a bit reluctant to come into it at the start. But if they talk to some of
the younger farmers in our group then they would get a lot of confidence around
it. I think that somehow, the programme should carry on beef and lamb should
fund it but we have got to demonstrate how we can reach a wider audience. (Bay
of Plenty, case study, farmer, male)

If we could have a larger group meeting of farmers and have maybe our group 
there to explain how good and successful it has been. It might give other 
farmers a bit of insight into it, show them that it is not such a scary thing. (Bay 
of Plenty, case study, farmer, male)
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Attracting more farmers: Southland case study – ‘shoulder tapping’, 
have a range of topics available

I totally admit, if I saw it advertised I probably wouldn’t have applied.
Tim Naylor because I have known him from Uni said come along and
this will be good for you guys and I was like done. Word of mouth is big
in my books. To get a wider network farmers are probably a bit shy
maybe. Just need a push. (Southland, case study, farmer, male)

If Beef + Lamb sent out something the likes of your 150% hogget lambing, so if they
had a focus like that and they advertised like that then you might get likeminded
people joining. Our particular group we have evolved into a likeminded group
because I think one of our early goals was production into profitability and around
the financial results side of things. but it probably tends to take more time to get to
know each other to share that sort of information you need to have a fair bit of
trust with that. Whereas the more general thing with the likes of trying to get 150%
lambing that is just crashing nuts and bolts and that sort of thing around you are
not sharing so many personal details. So you probably have to have a couple of
different spectrums to try and organise that side of it as well I would have thought.
(Southland, case study, farmer, male)

You can’t beat having someone tap your shoulder. If you want someone to do
something shoulder tapping is a pretty good way to go about it. We all think we are
quite busy with our own lives when you pick up something and read something and
think that would be quite good but you don’t very often get motivated to go off and
do it on your own accord. (Southland, case study, farmer, male)
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Attracting more farmers: Canterbury case study  – current methods are 
adequate

We have all had that opportunity to join groups, the opportunities were
there, and everyone could have got into different groups and things.
(Canterbury, case study, farmer, male)

[Do you think there is something Beef + Lamb could be doing to reach a wider
audience of farmers?] I don’t at all. Farmers had ample opportunity to join a group
with RMPP. It was widely publicised and I think the farmers that haven’t joined a
group it is only their fault. You can’t spend a whole lot of time on the bottom
dwellers. The stark reality is that if those guys haven’t been motivated enough to go
and join an RMPP group then that tells a story. (Canterbury, case study, farmer, male)

[Do you think there are things they could do to make it easier for farmers to get
involved in groups?] I thought it was pretty easy myself and it was such a wide-ranging
topic. We got farm succession which basically we went into town and listened to
speakers and then there were guys who were doing on farm stuff, condition scoring, it
was very wide ranging. They kept it general enough that there was something for
everybody. No issue with that. (Canterbury, case study, farmer, male)
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Funding options: case study findings
• All case study groups agreed that some form of funding regime would be important to ensure the continued success of the Action Network.

• The Bay of Plenty group thought the funding arrangement could involve supplying the facilitators to run the groups or requiring groups to
put forward requests to be funded which would be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

• Whatever happened, they saw a need for flexibility as different groups are likely to operate at varying speeds and therefore require
varying levels of support.

• They also saw a need to explore lower-cost options as some farmers may not be willing to pay the amount of money required to run
groups in the way the Action Network has done – this could simply mean less reliance on independent experts or meeting fewer
times a year.

• The Southland group saw part-funding groups as the way to keep the momentum of the Action Network going.

• Part-funding would help to strike a balance between investing the current extension budget while making sure participating farmers
have some ‘skin in the game’.

• This group already has plans in place to self-fund, but in general, they felt a figure of $1,000 annually for seven or so meetings was
reasonable for farmers.

• They did voice some concern about potential backlash from nonparticipating farmers towards large sums of money going into a small
number of groups.

• The Canterbury group saw part-funding as the way forward also. However, they questioned if this funding should still have a time limit, for
example, current groups may get a further two years, but from then on need to fully self-fund.

• Their concern was that groups like these have a natural life, and B+LNZ should not be funding groups past the point where they are
no longer useful to the members.
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Funding options: Bay of Plenty case study – flexibility required 

Beef and Lamb could supply us with a facilitator, but what are the terms and 
conditions, how often, How much is it going to cost and how do they ensure 
they get value. I think there is a good programme in place they may say to us 
you put up a case for us to fund you. I think we could do that quite well. To say 
we need this amount of money, work something out with our facilitator, how 
often we will meet, what it will cost and put that to beef and lamb and say 
you turn us down and tell us why. (Bay of Plenty, case study, farmer, male)

We can’t let the momentum drop because something has started that is
working really well and if they don’t keep it going it has a chance of becoming
something that is just in the past. [are you talking about keeping current
groups rolling forward?] not necessarily but that is a possibility, there has just
got to be some money thrown at it, they have got to support it financially.
(Bay of Plenty, case study, farmer, female)

If we are putting in money, perhaps they could match that money. (Bay of
Plenty, case study, farmer, female)
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Funding options: Southland case study – part funding arrangements 

I would be quite keen if Beef + Lamb funded a small proportion but my gut feel is
that if the farmer, if it was an advertised thing and they had a passion or a desire to
go and do that sort of thing – if you have got skin in the game you are going to get
good attendance and good take up if you are forking out a bit of your own money.
You are not only making a time sacrifice, but you are making a financial one. And if
you have a prepaid financial stake in the game you are going to make the time to
go. Whereas if it is fully funded by someone else it is just an excuse to charge twice
as much and to have a piss poor outcome. (Southland, case study, farmer male) I would be pretty happy to pay $1000 and have buy in. Our levies have to go

towards something and pretty much Beef + Lamb have dropped the ball in the last
couple of years and I haven’t seen much that has interested me apart from the
environmental stuff. So I think the levies have to go some part towards it and so
they should too. (Southland, case study, farmer male)

[Current B+LNZ funding] goes to a lot of those workshops where a couple of
hundred people attend, a seminar and that reaches a lot of people versus – there
might be animosity in the farming sector if only one group is getting say $4000 -
$5000 a farm. You could see some backlash there, some criticism. (Southland, case
study, farmer male)
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Funding options:  Canterbury case study – part-fund, but still need limitations

I think initially, after the expiry in March last year I think if they went cold turkey
and just switched off the funding, I think that would be the end of a lot of groups. I
think they should say for the next two years we are going to fund half your group,
partially fund it and then maybe following that there is a review. (Canterbury, case
study, farmer, male)

I think these sorts of groups have a life.  I think you get to a point where you 
have taken a lot of the take home messages and you have the main things that 
you are going to get out of it and I wonder then whether it would become less 
and less relevant if you just tried to keep it going but you had really touched on 
the main things.  I am sure after awhile you would get people dropping off. It 
would be harder to get take home messages unless the group evolved maybe 
into a different area.  I just wonder if they do have a limited life. (Canterbury, 
case study, farmer, male)

I think Beef + Lamb possibly there is an obligation there for them to stump up some
partial funding maybe after the RMPP funding is finished. I think it would be of
benefit to them and to the industry if they came to the party a wee bit. (Canterbury,
case study, farmer, male)
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Ongoing training and support facilitators: facilitator and expert

• Facilitators and independent experts felt it was
important to continue to provide facilitator
support and training.

• These facilitators believed that much of the
momentum gained by the Action Network had
been driven by a new style of extension, that
had a strong focus on facilitation.

• They believed that to maintain this approach
continued training, support for facilitators was
required and additional facilitators trained.

I think they would definitely need to keep the resources into the facilitators like the
training and the updating. I think that is a big part of it, keeping the facilitators
motivated but actually still keeping them on track so they are not reverting back to
the old ways. That they are continually following that process that was put in place.
(Canterbury, case study, facilitator, male)

I suppose they would need to encourage more facilitators because there is a
critical mass that you can do. As I say with the number we have got now that is
more than enough for us to be working on just because of the time commitment
to actually make these meetings happen. So I would think that if they want to
spread it wider, they are going to need to find some way to encourage more
people to engage as facilitators. Doesn’t matter how good you are you can only
do so many groups, that is the reality of it, you can’t do 50 groups. (Canterbury,
case study, facilitator, male)

I would really like to see Beef + Lamb and this might involve some other industry
funding but I would like to see the training of facilitators and subject matter experts
and even the hub groups that have been set up for facilitators I would really like to
see that continue because it seems to me there has been a fundamental shift in the
way that we are delivering extension and we don’t want to revert back to the old
models otherwise we will lose the progress that we have made (Southland, case
study, expert, male)

Even if B+LNZ just act as a centralised system to pay facilitators, pay subject matter
experts and things like that I would see that as being real value and continuing.
Rather than every little group having to appoint a treasurer and having to open a
bank account and all of that shagging around. So there is a real role in that.
(Southland, case study, expert, male)
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5.0 Conclusions   
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Conclusions 

• Overall, the Action Network seems to be operating successfully. Members like how it is strongly focussed on a topic, farmer-led, and well organised by 
trained facilitators.

• The Action Network is playing a critical connection role among red-meat farmers. These connections are leading to improved farmer wellbeing and 
sustainable practice change. 

• There is solid evidence of practice change. While there are some early indications of increased profits, in most cases more time is needed before full 
financial outcomes will be realised. 

• The collective experience of farmers in many groups is considerable and, in most cases, well-trained facilitators are ensuring this experience is 
capitalised on. When this is supplemented with quality independent experts the ground becomes very fertile for farmers adopting new practices. 

• Creating a great group dynamic takes work and time. Facilitators who bring together like-minded farmers, work hard at ensuring all farmers feel 
comfortable sharing, and are flexible enough to know how much direction different groups require to do well in this area.   

• It is difficult to know just from qualitative research alone, but this approach to facilitation appears to be happening in most cases but not always.  

• There appears to be more opportunity for attracting a wider cohort of farmers into the Action Network programme. Plus, there are a few tweaks 
covered on the next slide that are likely to help improve the impact of this Programme. 

• Overall, there is a strong desire to keep the Action Network going in some form, both from farmers, experts, and facilitators. 

• Farmers are unsure how this should look, but they generally see a flexible approach as best, while from a funding perspective many are willing 
and expecting to at least partially fund any future groups. 

• Above all, facilitators and experts want to ensure that the facilitator support and training remain – without it they believe there is a risk the 
industry reverts back to a more traditional style of extension and the gains of having a focus on facilitation may reduce. 
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Suggestions 

• If the industry wants to attract a wider cohort of farmers into the Action Network, they could look at developing an 
‘Action Network Group light’ type option. This would have less emphasis on KPIs and financials and at first glance 
would appear more achievable to those farmers who struggle to find time to leave their farm.  

• The industry should consider ways to make it easy for Action Network members to share their wins and losses with 
the wider farming community. 

• This could be led by facilitators and supported by the channels of either field days, regional or national 
conferences.

• Thought should be put into ways to further support our farmers to connect online. 

• This should include lobbying the government to continually ramp up broadband investment, while training 
farmers in the use of online technology. 

• This research clearly shows that connecting our farmers is a no-brainer, so investing in this area will almost 
certainly return dividends to the country. 

• Facilitation skills in the industry are critical for connecting our farmers in ways that work. It is important that 
investment in this space remains both in training and supporting those who work in this area.  
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6.0 Action Network Group 
case study overviews    
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Bay of Plenty Case study

Set up Dynamic Events Changes The future

• Large initial meeting (40 
farmers) at the pub with a 
facilitator – nine farm teams 
joining from there.

• Early group meetings set 
ground rules to ensure 
confidentiality and that 
people tell the truth.

• Facilitator also sought to 
draw out the needs of all 
group members to ensure a 
programme of events was 
developed to meet those.

• Friendly and positive 
dynamic.

• Many of the group known to 
each other, but others were 
welcomed in.

• Mixture of young and old - a 
positive with different 
perspectives bouncing 
around.

• Facilitator has helped to 
drive a good dynamic but 
having a group of passionate 
people always a good 
starting point.

• Many topics covered, with 
objectives changing 
overtime – the flexibility has 
been useful with a diverse 
group.

• Standouts have been: 
• KPI and benchmarking 
• Carbon farming
• Succession planning.

• Outside knowledge from 
expertise has been valuable 
– these are the type of 
people farmers don’t 
normally have access to.

• Building confidence in a 
group setting, networking 
with other farmers.

• Trialled deferred grazing –
seeing others success was 
the necessary push to drive 
practice change.

• Making better use of data by 
calculating KPIs.

• Exploring carbon farming.

• Willingness to carry on with 
the group.

• Cost the main concern, 
farmers in principle have 
agreed to pay $800, but how 
far will that go.

• Uncertainty around the role 
of facilitator – seen as a vital 
role, but also costly.

• Hoping for B+LNZ support in 
some shape or form.

It  is a really good dynamic socially, 
really good.  

Everyone contributed to what we 
were going to do as a group.

I  think doing the KPIs was great. 
we could compare with ourselves 
or with other people.

Some groups stick to a one topic. 
But our interests are so diverse.

I am keen to keep it going.  How it 
keeps going I don’t know.

What matters most:

1. Friendly dynamic with a mix of farming experience. 
2. Diverse group needs flexible approach to objectives.
3. Strong facilitation to ensure diverse range of needs are met.
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Southland Case study

Set up Dynamic Events Changes The future

• A mix of general advertising 
and personal 
recommendations brought 
the group together.

• Original group objectives 
were a little unclear – there 
was a feeling this could have 
been dealt with better in the 
setup.

• First facilitator potentially 
too hands-off – need some 
more guidance to figure out 
what they wanted from the 
group.

• A group of like-minded 
people who want to drive 
their businesses forward.

• Group interacted well from 
the start.

• But dynamic has been 
improved even further as 
they have gotten to know 
each other’s businesses.

• Should have done this from 
the start – but was not part 
of the process with the first 
facilitator.

• Most valuable activities have 
been related to the business 
side of farming – some of 
which was part of the 
setting up the group.

• These included: 
• Delving in-depth into the 

financials of the other 
farms in the group.

• Doing business plans and 
goal setting

• Calculating KPIs.

• A goal of lowering cost 
structure achieved by no 
longer winter grazing dairy 
cattle – replaced with lower-
cost options of running 
smaller animals and growing 
out more heifers in summer.

• Thinking more about the 
future and succession.

• Big improvements in the 
financial side of the 
business.

• Group wanted to carry on 
post-funding and would pay 
– was just a matter of the 
facilitator coming to them 
with a proposal for how it 
would work, which the 
farmers accepted.

• Also, brought two extra 
members on board to help 
keep down costs.

• Future days based around 
farm tours and financial 
analysis of the host farm.

It is pretty good, especially now 
that we are getting to know one 
another properly.

Facilitator was asking us for 
direction and we probably actually 
needing directing ourselves.  

Learnt a hell of a lot about running 
your business and running the 
books.

Seeing others financial situations 
so that helps you to realise that 
you are not the only one.

We all just decided that we want 
to keep going and we all said that 
we would put in some money.

What matters most:

1. Strong facilitator who provides solid direction.
2. Like-minded group of farmers looking to improve their farms.
3. Learning about each others financials has been a driving force 

for the group dynamic and learning.
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Canterbury Case study

Set up Dynamic Events Changes The future

• Two farmers and a rural 
banker connector were the 
drivers of setting up the 
group.

• These farmers had a clear 
idea of the goals of the 
group – off-farm investment 
and succession.

• A key aspect of the set up 
was also getting the right 
facilitator involved – they 
took the time to interview 
various potential options.

• The group has a very good 
dynamic driven by:

• Clear objectives meant ‘like-
minded’ farmers were 
brought together.

• Farmers were, initially not 
complete strangers.

• Ground rules ensure 
consistent attendance by 
both husband and wife.

• On top of all this, excellent 
facilitation ensures all 
farmers are engaged in the 
days. 

• Some events that stood out 
for these farmers included:
• Motivational speaker –

helped them look at 
forward planning and 
problem solving 
differently.

• An economist – talking 
about current and future 
markets.  

• The group has helped the 
farmers focus their minds 
towards succession, and 
how off-farm investment fits 
into that puzzle.

• That type of long-term 
planning can be easy to put 
off, but there is now more 
confidence to explore those 
options after being a part of 
the group.

• Future plans a little 
uncertain at this stage – still 
some RMPP funding left 
before it needs to be 
addressed.

• Quite a diverse group in 
terms of farming systems –
so any future plans likely to 
focus more on the business 
side of farming rather than 
on-farm practices.

We all knew of each other we were 
able to be open and honest and 
trusting pretty quickly

Our facilitator has got that gift of 
the gab, he get things out of you.

Given me a little bit of confidence I 
think to explore different options 
off farm.

I always think back to her talks and 
her method of problem solving and 
planning forward 

We haven’t talked about the 
future at all

What matters most:

1. Strong facilitator who keeps the farmers engaged on the day.
2. A group of like-minded farmers brought together by having 

clear objectives in the set-up stage.
3. All partners being active participants in the group.


